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I. Fill up the blanks (10x1=10)

1. Cuttir g takes place when a system of forces act upon the material In such a
manr er to cause fail in .

2. Hold on type of paddy threshers usually employs type of threshing
cylinders.

3. In a thresher the percentage of clean grain in the total grain obtained at the main
outlet is called .

4. In brush cutter, cutting is achieved by ^force.

5. In designing the slope of a surface for separating kernels and broken shells in a

decorticating assembly, the physical property to be considered is .

6. Harvesting method which do not necessarily involve direct contact of removal

device with the fruit or stem are often referred as '

7. Moistening of spindles in cotton pickers is done for

8. The distance between the corresponding points on a knife section of a cutter bar

assembly, when at extreme left and at extreme right is called .

9. of removing unwanted materials from threshed grains, using high velocity air is
called .

10. Use of harvesting clutches in vertical conveyor reaper is

Write short notes on ANY TEN (10x3 = 30)

1. A trailed type mower has drive wheel of 65 cm. The crank of the mower makes

850 rpm when it is hitched to a tractor moving at a constant speed of 3 kmph. If

the speed ratio between the crank wheel and land wheel is changed to 30:1,

calculate the increase is speed mower so as to maintain same speed of the
crank.

2. Differentiate flail shredders and rotary cutters used for plant cutting.

3. Enumerate different methods used for mechanical shaking of trees for harvesting

fruits. How is separation of fruit achieved in mechanical tree shakers?
4. Write a note on maize sheller
5. How the mowers are attached to tractors
6. List out important horticultural tools and gadgets
7. What are the functional units of a mechanical cotton picker
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j^fj^ }^tii«f ''■> start a service enterprise for black pepper threshing. He has
rt fiwfip^r thresher of capacity 300 kg/h for Rs 42,000. The unit consumes 2

hJ (^l»S(-liit;lty per hour and requires two operators one skilled and one unskilled,
hiive indicated that 95 MI of black pepper will have to be threshed by

in fcf!(Hit).ite the charges he should collect per kg of threshed black pepper,'if
j profit of 30%. Assume Life of unit as 8 Years, Spike- Grain ratio as

fl, of electricity as Rs 10 per unit. Labour charges for skilled and unskilled as
^tj ftnd Rs 40 respectively. The repair and maintenance cost is estimated as Rs

;|iO p<^r year, and for housing of the unit an annual expense of Rs 1500 is incurred.
A) With the help of a neat line diagram, explain the power transmission system in
power operated grain thresher.

0) A paddy combine harvester of cutter bar length 2.0 m is to be operated in a field,
vAjliere the expected yield (gram) is 800 kg per ha and the grain straw ratio is 70:30.
The optimal through put capacity of the threshing unit in the combine is 750 (crop) kg
per hour. The gain tank capacity of the combine is 0.8 m^. Calculate the following.
(Assume bulk density of paddy as 600 kg/ m^.)
a) Speed of operation of combine in kmph so as to utilize the optimum capacity of

the thresher.

b) Theoretical field capacity of the combine.

c) Actual field capacity while operating in a field of square shape and an area 1 ha,
if for every turning 45 seconds and every unloading of the grain 1 minute is lost
and the effective cutting width is only 90%.

d) Recommend change in grain tank capacity, if unloading has to be done only after
completing harvesting of 1 ha.


